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The Chapel Cat
By Don Young

Accepts Chicago Post

Fred Hancock

FREDIE HANCOCK has shown in the past that he is a natural leader. His sympathy was his first recognition of his leadership potential as he was the leader of the experts in the second grade. His leadership has been shown in many ways during this year in the form of his work in the school and in the community. He is an active member of the football team and is an outstanding student. His leadership is evident in his attitude towards others and in his ability to work well with others.

Bill Elliott

BILL ELLIOTT may be small in size, but he packs plenty of dynamite up for use as he does. He has been a familiar personage on the Kenyon campus for three years. Due to his shortage of height Bill has a big time at the center of his own game. But another reason on which Bill has found a smoother runner is a more accurate passer and Bill's presence in the game is all the more a help to the Kenyon offense.

Tom Sawyer Elected

Kenyon College President, Mr. Charles Martin, announced the election of Tom Sawyer as President of the College. The election was held in the College auditorium and was witnessed by a large crowd of students and faculty. Tom Sawyer was appointed as President of the College by Mr. Martin and the election was held in the College auditorium.

Improved Purple Grizzlies Challenge Geneva Aggregation

After a short time in which the football teams of Kenyon and Geneva were at war, the two teams met on the field of play and the game was played with great enthusiasm. The Purple Grizzlies were victorious in the game and the Geneva aggregation was defeated. The game was a close one and both teams showed their best efforts. The victory was a great one for the Purple Grizzlies and they were well deserving of the win.
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Kenyons Monastic Life Attracts Freshmen of 42
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Kenyon is far and away the best small college in the country, in the hands of the majority of the years current or former students. When a Kenyon graduate student was asked to rate his college, he wrote, "Kenyon is the best small college in the country. I have visited many other small colleges in the United States and have never found a college that compares with Kenyon in terms of academic excellence, campus life, and student experience." Kenyon offers an educational experience that is second to none. The campus is beautiful, the faculty is dedicated, and the student body is diverse. Kenyon is known for its rigorous academic program, strong athletics program, and supportive community. It is a place where students are encouraged to think critically, to explore different ideas, and to grow as individuals. Kenyon is a place where students are challenged to be their best and to reach their full potential. Kenyon is the perfect place for students who are looking for an exceptional college experience.
Off the Tombstone

Five dollars times three hundred students equals fifteen hundred dollars, and two semesters times fifteen hundred dol-
lar equals...

When three thousand dollars is charged to men who enroll in Kenyon college, and the college catalog specifically states that for each five dollar charge, individuals in the college are entitled to treatment for "minor injuries and light illnesses" in the first aid dispensary, which (as "in-" suggests) is more than just first aid. It is all very well, and no one really questions the validity of the fresh- men are now only required to those of a certain status. Parrying upper-classmen's objections to the dispensary, the following talks: Erudition is not the point of the post, as the body of today's knowledge is constantly growing, and there is no time to dwell on the point of the logical activities, so I say to you in behalf of the Dispensary... This attitude of the On-Tombstone is now better than it was.

One of the many of the alumni who have participated in the annual "Kenyon College Summer Reunion" recently returned to the campus. The "Kenyon College Summer Reunion" is an annual event that is attended by alumni and students and is held to celebrate the achievements of the college. The reunion is also a great opportunity for alumni and students to reconnect and enjoy each other's company.

This leaves $1,800 which should be used as a special fund to be spent for hospitalization and the necessary medical supplies. These supplies will be carried to the hospital in the past.

Dr. Benjamin F. Wister founded the college in 1850 and is known for being the first president of the college. He is also known for being the first president of the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA). The college is also known for being the first college to offer a degree in medicine.
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At the last regular meeting the alumni constituent groups of the Kenyon College alumni association voted to continue the "Kenyon College Summer Reunion" in the summer of 1950. The reunion will be held on the campus of Kenyon College in May 1950.
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HARRY A. BLUE
A. A. A. GARAGE SERVICE
Towing Service, Day or Night
SPECIALIZED REPAIR AND CARAVAN SERVICE
135 South Mallory St.

KNECHT-FEENEY ELECTRIC CO.
COMPLETE ELECTRIC SALES AND SERVICE FOR 27 YEARS
6 South Main St.

Let Us Prepare Your Car For Winter.
BATTERIES AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES
Firestone Automatic Service and Supply Store
115 W. High Street

PITKIN'S PROVISION STORE
THE BEST
133-137 South Main St.

Whatever Your Needs
Do Better at
Knox County's Greatest Store
DOWDS-RUDIN
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CAPITAL PASSES TRIP IMPROVED LORD
ELEVEN, 14-6 IN HOMECOMING BATTLE

That rocked the Louisiana into their own lane.

After shooting up the touchdown out of the untried offensive line by being operated to be two other times, the Louisiana, on each of these occasions, a successful landing, broke away with the ball from the scrimmage line. The first of these penetrating acts of a new kind, directed by second Captains Rees and mastic of victory.

ATHLETIC FUND DRIVE BRINGS LARGE REPLY

"The Kenyon College Athletic Association drive, which has lasted one week, has now taken hold. Almost in its present, had not been anticipated at this date, said Richard L. Miller, athletic director. The material sponsored by Roy Miller, last year's Kenyon graduate, met with a very favorable reception from all groups of returning alumni. Not only have alumni been benefited in their response but many of the smaller families have seen a payment for their athletic association for the time, which, moved here to Kenyon, is well established in the capacity of the machinery which has not been made. Roy Miller and Director Miller are pleased and grateful for the loyal support in this worthy cause.

SPECIALIZED REPAIR AND CARAVAN SERVICE
135 South Mallory St.

KENTON REVIEW GOUNSES
EDITORIAL ADVISORY

First Issue 0 Of Magazine
Edited And Published by Kenyon College
Ransom Out In December

Kenyon's first year in football promises to be another of the greatest for the program. The team is a strong one and will be ready for any opposition.

E. EVERETT, 42 YEARS BID FOR TENNIS FAME

Again this year Kenyon is fortunate in having another of its former tennis champions to do work for the team. Mr. E. Everett, a native of Jackson County, Ohio, and a graduate of the Andrew Jackson high school, is one of the active students from Boscaw and Den Memorial. He took up tennis at Kenyon and has continued his studies and tennis playing.

Everett has been playing tennis for about six years, the past two years in southern California, the best of teams champions. In his last exhibition game, he was defeated by the second team, and was then ranked as one of the leading tennis players of the South. Everett has played in number of matches and is now ranked in the country with great success. He does fine and Arthur Hardwick to the Palm Beach tennis. In the Hoffman Winter City tournament, Everett beat Charles Strenske who has previously defeated Bisci. Everett plays a good brand of tennis and is the best player for the veterinary school in this town.

Dr. "Red" Wilson, HODGKINS ADVISOR

Co-founder and co-founder of the Dr. Honoris, the Kentucky State, in his class, is now the head coach of the football team. He is making the trip with the team to the games of the Ohio valley. Dr. "Red" Wilson is doing good work. Coach Wilson is the only one of the Red and White first team in these years as he has been handled with a watchful eye on the sidelines.

A new policy in the matter of Ohio cities has been instituted by the headquarters office. Each will be re-elected at the end of every month until the entire list of the cities in the state will be covered through Mr. H. Elliott Miller, athletic director.
Kenyon Team Prepares for Fall Debating

The Kenyon debating team, composed of ten members, is meeting three times a week in preparation for an extensive pre-season series of debates which will culminate in the Ohio Debating League tourney scheduled for Friday and Saturday. The question at the tourney will be, "The United States Should Cede to the Public Funds (including credit) in Order to Stimulate Students. An account of the pre-season discussion will appear later.

Kenyon continues to be the only debating school in Ohio that has a permanent debate team. The team has not lost a debate in its lifetime, and the current administration will try to keep the tradition alive.

Kenyon Squadтон;

Tackles Hobart

Continued from Page 1: a familiar name in the sport of the Kenyon board of trustees, Captain Bill Bennett who calls a halt to the Hobart quarters. His first quarter, which was nearly a touchdown, was held in the third quarter by a team which has a record of 11-7. Of the four quarters played, the first two were won by the Blue and Gold and the third and fourth by the Red and White. The score at the end of each quarter was 11-7.

The Kenyon team, which has a record of 11-7, is expected to do well in the coming season. The team has a strong defense and a well-balanced offense. The team is well-coached by Captain Bill Bennett, who is a former Hobart star.
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College Service Station SHELL PRODUCTS

Owned and Operated by Kenyon Students

Horton's Diner

A BETTER PLACE TO EAT

315 S. Main

Mt. Vernon, Ohio

Flowers For All Occasions

WILLIAMS FLOWER SHOP

14 S. Main St.

Only Station in Knox County

Painting

THE GRACO MOTOR VITALIZER

Washes Inside of Your Car's Motor Leaving it Clean as When It Left the Factory

Hutchinson's Pure Oil Station

50% OFF REMOVALS

Candles

Coulida

Lunches

Toasted Sandwiches

THE ALCove RESTAURANT

Breakfasts, Lunches, Dinners

SURLAS & FRANCIS

RINGWALT'S

QUALITY THE RINGWALT POLICY

Stewart Warner 5 Tube Radio

$17.95

COLLEGE SHOP

COLLEGE LAUNDRY

2 Day Service

ROY OLDS

East Wing